
 

This text is sent to all the known fax numbers and e-mail addresses 
in the United States of America. 

 

September the 6th 2005 

 

Citizens of the United States of America, 

In Philadelphia, on July the 14th 1776, your forefathers declared, «… all men 
are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain 
unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of 
Happiness. … to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among 
Men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed … 
whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is 
the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new 
Government, laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its 
powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their Safety 
and Happiness ….» They were right and, after seven years of armed 
struggling, with Paris's Treaty of September the 3rd 1783, they managed to 
obtain full acknowledgement of the American People's sovereignty. 

Later on, aiming happiness, some of you fought against life and freedom of 
other Peoples; used your resources and the ones of other Countries to 
increase their wealth; used force of weapons to protect you, as to 
dominate, as to destroy other's properties, as to alienate or to kill whoever 
opposed their will; imposed a currency almost with no real value in order to 
obtain for free goods produced by others; controlled banks, politics, 
industry, trade, culture, science and information. And, even if struggling 
more and more, they try to continue doing it. 

They make laws that seem just but then they don't follow them, indeed 
they use them illegally in order to maintain their power and with no 
scruples. They concentrated in their hands most of your and of the other 
inhabitants of the earth's wealth, in order to condition life, health, well-
being and the development of all Peoples. They proclaim democracy's 
primacy but then they use all means to determine electoral consent. They 
encourage wars and organize peace conferences to divert any suspect upon 
them. They control the exploitation of natural resources, precious metals 
and energy, the production and trade of the goods necessary for life, the 
finance and the currency but also the production and traffic in weapons and 
drugs. They state and support the fundamental principles of law, justice and 
ethics but then they do what they want. They don't have scruples in 
destroying entire region's ecosystem and in making experiments on great 
masses of people from all continents. They admit they are Buddhists, 
Christians, Jews, Hindu or Muslims but they don't follow any religious rule. 
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Their rule is unbounded egocentricity. They used truth to acknowledge 
appearance and make the fake be believed. They consider the others like 
means. They don't do that for you. They use you, your work and your 
knowledge to impose their will to everyone. 

How can you let some of you, opposing very few others, to take you for a 
ride, to tell you lies, to use you and impose their will without you even 
realizing? How can you allow a little organized group to govern the world by 
using your intelligence and your work? How can you let a few tenths of you 
to make you undergo the insecurity of present and future, with the risk of 
enormous productive, commercial, financial, monetary and military 
collapses? How can you let that tenth of you to have a fifth of all the worlds 
wealth at their disposal? How can you let your soldiers die, not for someone 
else's life, freedom or happiness but just for the enforcement of the power 
of who wants to continue to keep in his hands the destiny of all of you? 

How many wars, how many dead, how much desperation, how much 
poverty, how much fear is still missing for you to make yourselves be 
understood? You find out who your real enemies are. Take a look around. 
Ask yourselves: «Who's is this? Who's is that?» Search deeply and find out 
who's they are! Don’t surrender when facing appearances. They know how 
to hide behind others. They know how to mask their activities and put a 
screen between you and them. They know that you really wouldn't like 
reality to be different from what you know. They don't want you to know 
they exist. They lead your anxieties and your fears through a hope that 
effectively always remains just an illusion. As in Palestine, also in Iraq, in all 
Asia, in Africa, in Latin America and also in Europe. They are a little group 
of architects playing with more than six billions of human beings as if they 
where butterflies or ants. They are among you. They are made of flesh and 
bone like you. They eat, they drink, they hate, they love, they laugh, they 
cry and they die just like you all. They are only higher in rank. They watch 
with sufficiency everything lying under them: including you, your pride, 
your dignity, your intelligence, even your own life. 

You can unmask those monsters. You can force them not to continue as 
they are doing. You can impose your will: trying to understand, refusing the 
easy and illusioning truths; collecting information; searching their nature 
and kind. You can free the world from those few tenths of people that 
dominate it in their own exclusive interest. You can free humanity from 
their rules. You have to do it for yourselves and for all the others. You have 
to believe you can succeed. You have to believe you can live friendly with all 
the other People. Everyone acknowledges you what is deserved and 
everyone will thank you if you will be able to get rid of them. You can ask 
for help. You can ask who knows them to explain their history, their aims 
and their methods. You can win. You can decide to change. If you want, you 
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can do it with Africans, Americans, Asians, Australians and Europeans. You 
can do it with us. Do it, before it will be too late for all of us. Together it's 
possible. Then, all together we will be able to believe that all human beings 
are born the same and that we can all fight for our life, our freedom and our 
happiness. 

What’s the truth? You are the 4.58% of the world’s population and you take 
up the 1.99% of the area, the 6.26 of the dry land, the 12.47% of the 
arable fields and the 7.92 of the irrigable fields on Earth. You have 77 and a 
half years average life expectancy, against a world average of 67 and a 
half. You’re average age is 34 and a half years, against a world average of 
nearly 27 and a half. 

About 7 million of you, the 3% of the population, are illiterates, against 985 
million illiterates in the world, almost one fifth of the whole world 
population. You consume one third of the world’s wealth, with a per capita 
average 4.6 times the worldwide one. You use one fourth of the energy on 
the planet. 

You import the 76% more of what you export. You emit a currency with no 
value, which you impose to the world through politic and military 
hegemony. Despite having the 5% of the world’s labour force and less than 
the 3% of unemployed people, you produce first of all dollars, which you 
use to purchase goods produced by other countries. 

Your government has incomes par to 15.91% and expenses par to the 
18.48% of the total of all the states of Earth. You have an enormous 
external debt and a third of the world’s total national debt. You bear more 
than the 42% of the military expenses in the world. 

You are uselessly indulging in mysticisms, esotericism, sectarianisms and 
fundamentalisms. Katrina isn’t a divine punishment. As well as Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki bombs weren’t and all the other dirty tricks your 
governments, your army, your security service and your enterprises have 
done and keep doing in the world weren’t. 

There is no God in your favour neither against you. You aren’t destiny’s 
chosen and neither the cancer of Earth. You are people like all the others 
are. It’s this you have to understand at the end. And as everyone does, you 
have to work to live. You can consume what you produce without damaging 
the others. This you have to understand. You are late on it but you are still 
in time. And the soonest it will be, the less the costs we will all have to bear 
will be. 

There won’t be any Apocalypse. There won’t be any Armageddon. History 
isn’t a serial story. Neither future is. What happens on Earth, or the effects 
of what happens, natural catastrophes included, depend on the human 
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being, on you, on us, on all of us, not upon some kind of possessed prophet 
of the past or of the present. And more than natural catastrophes, you have 
to fear the artificial ones, those you produce yourselves. 

How much violence, how many wars did you make? And how many are you 
making to keep a primacy that really doesn’t and will never exist? You have 
to convince yourselves the world won’t be all American, or all European, or 
all African or all Asiatic. The Earth is everyone’s. And it won’t be able to 
become all capitalist or all communist or all any other thing. The world will 
be - is already - a community system. Humanity is a whole of people, of 
parts, each one of them affects all the others and the whole of all the others 
affects each one of us. 

Despite all this the world isn’t demonstrating hate. It doesn’t revenge. 
Indeed it helps you. Also we are. A few days ago, we sent for you aids 
equivalent to 15 million dollars to your president, whom we offered another 
amount equivalent to more of 15 billion dollars. 

If you won’t make the simple concepts I’m writing you and that really we 
have learned from you become yours, freedom, democracy, justice and 
solidarity will remain empty words for who says them and also to who 
listens. You have to do it, with the humbleness of begging forgiveness to 
your still alive victims and the courage to start again. Together. Without 
empires and without monopolies. Without hypocrisies and without 
pretences. Without very rich and without very poor. With balance. In 
harmony. 

Do it. From now. 

Best regards. 

For the committee of the Representatives of Republic of the Earth 

Rodolfo Marusi Guareschi 
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